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We know that in all things GOD works for the good of those who love HIM. This is our hope in whom we trust in every adversity in 

our lives and we surrender our trust to GOD, and according to his will we can overcome any obstacle. We have triumphed in each 

harvest cycle while obtaining good crop production in each community and as a result we give the glory to GOD.         

      Work, effort and dedication in communities continue to be organized to ensure better performance in the production of the 

gardens. The producers in each community do not stop the working. These people have developed leadership, undertaking the 

cultivation with seeds that have been left over from the previous cycles and this shows they are becoming independent and they 

have acquired great knowledge from the support provided by the ABLLDC ministry. On the other hand, people who have successfully 

completed their cycles have finished soil preparation ready to begin the new harvest cycle that has greatly benefited communities. 

In the communities they are grateful for the support provided by the agronomist Martin Machado and Gerald Medal who share their 

experience in the communities to achieve the purpose of harvesting. The people from today's communities share testimony of the 

great blessing in their lives to be part of the ABLDC ministry for the support of the agronomist, and the staff’s encouragement in 

each community.  

COMUNIDAD LA MAJADA by Jose Vallejos 

 

                                                                                                            

    

Left to right: 

 Fresia Acosta has been working for several years in the gardens where she has planted different types of vegetables, now 

she has sown an excellent papaya garden plot where she is already getting fruits. Mercedes Cisnero has been one of our best 

workers in the gardens where she has obtained excellent results from every sowing and harvest she has reaped. Henry Artola  

is 36 years old and is very grateful for every blessing God has placed in his home Through the ministry shining which follows 

the gardens from the beginning to the end, in addition to getting some extra food for your home. Edipcia Arauz is harvesting 

beautiful squash and peppers in their garden where each cycle surprises us more and more for its wonderful crops. 

How are these families blessed by the ministry Shining The light and how does ABLLDC support them in the gardens?  

Each cycle the communities are blessed with vegetables in their gardens where they are supported with all the requirements such as 

fungicidal insecticide seeds and the agronomist who advises and trains them from the beginning of the germination of the plant until 

the fruits are harvested, obtaining excellent results. 

     Every week and every day the gardens at La Majada the families are growing in potential and better strategy in addition to being 

very well cared for by the ministry Shining The Light. The people are very grateful for the support. Pastor Angel Sends his blessing to 

all who support this ministry. 

 



 

"Egg Project" By Gerald Medal 

              This project began in this community at the beginning of 2017 with 60 chickens in a 3x4 meter galley, later the size of the galley was      

increased and in August 2017, 60 more chickens were introduced which concluded their productive age in May 2018. By the same 

time STLM another galley of 5x6 meters and a smaller one of 2x2 meter galley where the sick chickens receive personalized attention 

for their speedy recovery. So, by March 2018 Mr. Felix Alvarado had a quantity of 250 laying birds. In November 2019 the flock will 

increase to 320. 

             The importance of the egg production program within the community of Monte Sinai has greatly favored the choice of chicken eggs of 

excellent quality at a more accessible cost for the majority of the humble families of the communities of Mount Sinai, Vieja Soledad, 

San Agustín, and surrounding sectors. In summary, before this project began in this rural area, many families bought this product at a 

high cost, but the need for this food was very high, and the economic resources were very few. Fortunately, thank God and to STL/BLDC 

ministry, many families today can buy this food at a much lower price so that, today they can buy 2 eggs for the same price they paid 

for 1 previously. For Félix it has also been a work tool that provides him with an economic resource and food for his family. 

Subsequently, this project enlivens the faith of many and the evangelization is aimed at more families through solidarity towards those 

in most need of affection and help, among which it is also necessary that Shine The Light of Christ. 

                                                                 

Left to right:  Felix with morning egg  collection. Felix weighing a hen. Felix's family; {from left to right starting with his daughter Ellizabeth, 

next to her is her daughter Yerli, followed by Felix's son-in-law Nestor, he is holding in his arm his youngest son, Nestercito,and next to 

Nestor is his oldest son, Diego. Mrs Felix is at his side next to him is Cale, the youngest grandson of Felix.} Family members close to Felix 

who usually collaborate with him in the care of the chickens and egg collection. Cale, a 4-year-old boy, who likes to accompany his 

grandfather Felix to the galleys, he is learning from Felix to take care of the chickens. 

 

Shining The Light Ministries 
  

 At the time of this writing we are packing for our trip. Dr. Heather is excited to be helping treat the sick in some very impoverished 

communities: Iglesia Cruz de Amor at Bario Oscar Pérez; Iglesia Ministerio fe mueve montañas at Comunidad Ato Grande; Iglesia 

Bautista Luz de Salvación at Bario Carlos Núñez; Proyecto Project Hope at Bario Thomas Borges;  Puesto de salud at Bario Rubén 

Darío. Melissa Lewis from Bladenboro NC  will be joining the Medical team. At 28 de Mayo Paulas Project is helping Nicaraguans 

build homes and chicken coops as well as providing dental hygiene care. Planning is ongoing for future trips in January and June. We 

will have training sessions and meetings and work on plans for the future to partner with other IM partners in Nicaragua.  As we get 

ready to depart we ask for your prayers over our ministry and this team that is blessing and assisting the people of Nicaragua and 

sharing God’s love with them. God Bless you all. 

As we grow, we need more support. You can help a family with food and medicine for $20 a month. $125 a year provides one family 

with their garden.  $200 and $15 a month would provide a family with a small coop and 10 laying hens that will provide 65 eggs per 

week which will add excellent protein and nutrition to their diet. . All Donations are tax deductible. 

 Let Your Light Shine! 

 

Derling Hernandez, Jose Vallejos and Gerald Medal Asociacion Brillando la Luz de Cristo Nicaragua   

Jeffrey Schweizer Shining The Light Ministries 

 

Please send donations payable to:  SHINING THE LIGHT MINISTRIES   PO BOX 32  Fairbury, Illinois 61739  

  

http://www.shiningthelightministries.org            shiningthelightministries@gmail.com 

 

First Baptist Church of Fairbury, Paula’s Project, International Ministries, Living Grace Ministry  

Empower Nicaragua, Nicamerican Missions, Hyde Park UMC 
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